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900 -MHz deluxe cordless
ET -900. Ultra -high -frequency 900 -MHz band
dramatically increases the range of the hand-
set. Continuously scans 60 channels and se-
lects the one with the least interference each
time you make or receive a call. Advanced
Super CCT circuitry and 900 -MHz frequency
deliver amazing sound quality over the ex-
tended range-it may actually sound better
than your corded phones! The ET -900's
10 -number speed -dialing memory lets you
program frequently called numbers. Flash
makes it easier to use special phone company
services like Call Waiting and 3 -Way Calling.
Also with handset volume control, backlit key-
pad, 65,000 -combination security code,
tone/pulse dialing, ringer hi/lo/off control,
in -use and low -battery LED indicators and
base -to -handset paging and intercom. (TSP)
43-1000 249.99

Cordless headset phone
ET -474. Great for anywhere you need your
hands while on the phone! You can answer
and hang up from the ultra -lightweight head-
set with adjustable boom mike. Includes a
new feature for '95: volume control. Handy
belt clip gives you greater freedom of move-
ment. Advanced Super CCT circuitry for
sound that rivals corded phones. Also has
convenient one -touch redial, flash button for
use with special phone services, 64,000 -
combination auto -select security code and
LED low -battery indicator. Hearing aid compati-
ble. Tone/pulse dialing. (TSP) 43-569, 139.99

Digital Spread Spectrum
ET -904. This new 900 -MHz cordless
telephone features Digital Spread
Spectrum-which gives exceptional
sound and security. 900 MHz gives you
increased clarity and greater range, 4
to 5 times that of conventional cordless
phones. In fact, its range is so great that
you can take the handset with you out
of the house, working in the yard, visit-
ing with neighbors. Now when you're
expecting an important call, you're not
tied to the phone, or even in the house
waiting. A warning light will let you
know when you have travelled too far
from the base to receive calls. Even
when you're far from the base, Digital
Spread Spectrum ensures that you'll
have interference -free conversations
with no humming or buzzing. With au-
tomatic talk mode, answer a call just by
picking up the phone from the base, no
buttons to push. Other features include
base -to -handset paging, redial, 2
memory buttons, 100 channels and
total security, with 100,000 security
code combinations. (TSP)
43-1014 299.99

Cordless phone accessories
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Carrying case
(1) Added convenience for your cordless.
Hooks on belt loop. Protects and provides
hands -free carrying for most handsets. Soft
black vinyl. 43-190 5 49

Flexible antenna
(2) Replaces inconvenient, bent or broken
telescoping antennas on most cordless hand-
sets. No need to remove your existing an-
tenna. 43-191 5 99

Prices apply at participating Radio Shack stores and dealers. Not all items in all stores-ask about our ordering service (items subject to availability).


